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The Demise of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth:
A Lithuanian Perspective
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By Henry L. Gaidis

Lithuania and Poland joined in a dynastic union at the end of the
fourteenth century, a union that became a commonwealth of two nations in the sixteenth century and made it one of the largest countries
in Europe, until its disintegration at the end of the eighteenth century. What was the reason for its demise?

Seeking Lithuania’s Past in Belarus
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By Julie Skurdenis

The Grand Duchy of Lithuania extended in every direction to include
present-day Ukraine and Belarus as well as parts of Latvia, Poland and
Russia. One of its largest and most important territories was Belarus,
where Grand Dukes and wealthy nobles owned land and built palaces
and castles to protect their lands from foreign invaders.

Observing the Molëtai Region – Part Two

16

By Val Ramonis

The Molëtai District is one of Lithuania’s most beautiful and historic,
and certainly worth visiting. In the first half of this article, which appeared in the previous issue, we travelled north towards Molëtai and
visited many interesting sites along the way. This time, our journey
takes us south, stopping at other places just as interesting and historic.

From Liepkalnis to the Olympics
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By Jennifer Virðkus

The 2014 Winter Olympic Games are upon us, and Lithuania doesn’t
want to be left behind. There are no large mountains or famous ski
resorts in the country, but skiing, ice skating, the biathlon, and other
winter sports are popular. Winning gold is perhaps still only a dream,
but participating in the Olympics is what really counts.
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From Liepkalnis to the Olympics
Lithuania’s lack of mountains doesn’t prevent its skiers
from chasing the Olympic dream
By Jennifer Virðkus

T

HE

XXII OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES WILL OPEN Rokas Zaveckas. Figure skater Inga Janulevièiûtë is the

February 7, 2014 in Sochi, Russia, with at least
nine members on the Lithuanian team across five
sports.
Isabella Tobias made headlines when President
Dalia Grybauskaitë granted her Lithuanian citizenship
by exception, enabling the American ice dancer to
participate in the Games with partner Deividas
Stagniûnas, a native of Kaunas, chosen as Lithuania’s
flag bearer at the opening ceremonies. They will be
joined by cross country skiers Ingrida Ardiðauskaitë
and Vytautas Strolia, biathletes Diana Rasimovièiûtë
and Tomas Kaukënas, short-track speed skater Agnë
Ðereikaitë and alpine skiers Ieva Januðkevièiûtë and
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first alternate; if any skier from any country is unable
to attend the Games, she will win a spot.
The seventeen-year-old Zaveckas has long been the
favorite for a spot on the Lithuanian ream in Sochi,
but he suffered a knee injury in November 2012 and
missed all of that season. He got back on snow at an
international training camp in South America last
August.
While the qualification standards for each sport
vary, an alpine skier qualifies for the Olympics by
being in the top-500 of the International Ski Federation (FIS) world rankings, and each country, no
matter of size, can send up to four skiers in each event.

If a country does not have a skier in
the top-500 in any event, the
country is allowed to send one man
and one woman. Additionally, the
Lithuanian National Olympic
Committee has mandated that in
order to be selected, a skier must
have five results under 140 FIS
points (determined by time difference from the race leader; the lower
the time, the lower the points).
Full disclosure: these are my kids.
Longtime readers of Lithuanian
Heritage will remember my columns featuring them. I started
Kalnø Ereliai (KE)—the Mountain
Eagles, Lithuania’s first ski club for
children, in the gondola at Crans
Montana, Switzerland, in January
2005, at the end of that year’s
Lithuanian national championship
ski week. In a lot of ways, their
Olympic dream is my dream too.
Zaveckas and Januðkevièiûtë
joined the team within the first two
years—Rokas is the only skier I ever
recruited: While skiing with a
group of four or five kids on
Liepkalnis, a small ski hill only ten
minutes from the heart of Vilnius, I
spotted him jumping off a rock and
skiing away. We approached him
and asked to speak to his father.
The eight-year-old was on the team
by next practice.
Ieva was ten when she joined the
OPPOSITE PAGE: “Because my skis are my wings, and with them I can see
team. I will never forget her small
the world “—said Ieva Januðkevièiûtë, at a training camp in Austria last
red skis that always fell off. But
November. (Inset: The Olympic emblem in Sochi). TOP: Ice dancers Isabella
what impressed me about her, at
Tobias and Deividas Stagniûnas. ABOVE: Biathlete Diana Rasimovièiûtë.
that age, was that she never gave
up. While training for the giant slalom at Liepkalnis
also achieved Olympic qualification should anything
one cloudy afternoon, her ski fell off at the same turn
happen to Zaveckas, have fallowed different routes to
every time. And every time, she got back up, put her
Sochi.
ski back on and finished the course. Her determinaTumas has trained primarily in Lithuania, with
tion was remarkable.
several sessions per week in the stadium or the gym,
Aivaras Tumas was the team joker. No matter how
when he wasn’t in Druskininkai. Last fall, he spent a
serious our racing or training got, he always lightened
week in Austria with other young Lithuanian skiers
the mood; but that didn’t mean he was less motivated.
and, in late November, embarked on a forty-two-day
He spent most of the summer training at the Druskitrip with the Latvian National Ski Team to race and
ninkai Snow Arena, an indoor ski slope about an hour
train in Finland and Sweden. At a joint camp in
south of Vilnius, with coach Audrius Santackas.
Druskininkai, he impressed the Latvian team with his
Since I left Lithuania, Zaveckas and Januðkevièiûtë,
hard work and determination, and was invited to
as well as other team members like Aivaras, who has
travel with them.
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FROM TOP: At just seventeen, Rokas
Zaveckas would be the youngest
member of the Lithuanian team;
Cross-country skier Ingrida Ardiðauskaitë; Speed-skater Agnë
Ðereikaitë.

Zaveckas trains primarily with his
father, Giedrius, also an enthusiastic amateur racer and one of the
parents who traveled with us the
most when the skiers were still
children. “I’m the main coach for
my dad and he is mine,” said
Rokas. He was among eight European skiers invited to an Americanorganized FIS camp in Ushuaia,
Argentina. After the camp, the elder
Zaveckas joined him for a month
traveling to FIS races in Argentina
and Chile. During that trip, young
Zaveckas scored his personal best of
64.08 points in the slalom. He also
raced the giant slalom, super G and
super combined (a slalom plus a
super G run). After returning home
and back to school for several
weeks, he headed to Austria for a
European FIS camp.
Januðkevièiûtë graduated from
Mykolas Birþiðka high school in
Vilnius this past May, but instead
of enrolling at the university to
study physiotherapy, she took a gap
year to focus on skiing. “I decided it
would be better to concentrate on
one thing. Skiing is an important
part of my life; and the further I go,
the more important it becomes,”
she said in a recent interview.
She joined the Kronplatz Racing
Center’s international team, headed
by Italian coach Nicola Paulon.
“We stay in a house here. We have
our own cooks and the atmosphere
is very nice, like a home and a
family—and we come from a lot of
different countries like Latvia,
Brazil, Greece, Ukraine, Georgia
and others,” she said of the team’s
summer base in Mayerhofen,
Austria.
In mid-December, Januðkevièiûtë
26
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LITHUANIAN OLYMPIC REVIEW
Agnë Sereikaitë — Speed Skating
The short-track skater from Vilnius took the bronze in
the 500m at the 2013 Winter Universiade Games in Trentino, Italy last December, adding to her silver medal in
the 500m at the 2012 World Junior Championships. She
is expected to finish in the top twenty- five.
Isabella Tobias and Deividas Stagniûnas —
Ice Dancing
The Novi, Michigan-based pair have trained together
since 2010. Before they head to Sochi, Tobias and Stagniûnas will compete at the 2014 European Figure Skating
Championships in Budapest. They hope to place in the
top fifteen.
Ingrida Ardiðauskaitë — Cross-Country Skiing
The skier from Utena posted her best World Cup result
in the Skiathlon 7.5 km race in Sochi last February. At
the recent Winter Universiade, Ardiðauskaitë finished in
the top half of all competitors in three events: the 1.2km
classic sprint, 5km freestyle and the 10km skiathlon.
Vytautas Strolia — Cross-Country Skiing
In an interview with sportas.info, the twenty-one-year-

old from Anykðèiai said his goal for Sochi is to make it
into the top sixty. At the Winter Universiade last December, Strolia took eighteenth place from among forty starters
in the mixed freestyle sprint with teammate Olympian Ingrida Ardiðauskaitë.
Diana Rasimovièiûtë — Biathlon
Sochi will be the fourth Olympic Games for twenty-nineyear-old biathlete Diana Rasimovièiûtë. Her best result
was in the 7.5km sprint in the 2006 games in Torino. In
Sochi, she will look for top twenty results in all three of
her events: the 7.5km, 10km individual pursuit and 15km
races.
Tomas Kaukënas — Biathlon
In the 2013 World Championships, the twenty-three-yearold from Ignalina was twenty-second in the 10km sprint.
He will be looking for a top forty result.
Inga Janulevièiûtë — Figure Skating
Should the seventeen-year-old qualify, she would be the
second youngest on the Lithuanian team—a month older than Rokas Zaveckas.

qualified for the Olympic slalom, making her the first
woman to compete for Lithuania in alpine racing. To
qualify for the giant slalom, she must score under 140
points four more times.
These skiers have come a long way from Liepkalnis
Hill. Last February, Januðkevièiûtë, Tumas and KE
teammate Karolis Janulionis competed in the World
Alpine Skiing Championships in Schladming, Austria.
In mid-December, Januðkevièiûtë officially qualified
for the Olympic slalom competition and will be the
first woman to represent Lithuania in alpine ski racing;
and Zaveckas will become the third Lithuanian man.
Neither of them is expected to medal—that is a dream
for the next generation—but out of some 120 starters,
a finish in the top half would be a victory.
In those early days, I often said I was going to send a
skier to the Vancouver Olympics, which in retrospect,
even I can see it was an overly ambitious goal. The first
KE skiers to participate in FIS-sanctioned events did
not have half the success that Zaveckas and Januðkevièiûtë have had, but those skiers smoothed the track—
so to speak—for the rest. LH
.......................................................................................................
Jennifer Virðkus is a freelance writer curently living in California
and an enthusiastic supporter of Lithuanian athletes. In February, she
will be in Sochi wearing green.
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